Planning for the End

Scope of research

Our intention is to look into the way, diﬀerent
people think, feel and organize their activities
around planning for their death. Their
motives as well as their emotional and
practical reactions around it will lead us to a
better understanding of the issue at hand
and open up possible design opportunities.

We had 50% denial to participate. Therefore
we needed to contact double the amount of
people we wanted to interview in the
beginning.

Methodology challenges

In all cases we presented the project during a
1-1 discussion where we laid out the scope
of our research and let the potential
interviewee give us his/her opinion. Multiple
reasons for not participating came up in the
discussion which we analyze further down.
With the people that participated,
discussions became highly emotional and in
many cases the discussion was interrupted,
while we oﬀered some time to the
interviewee to manage her emotional load
and then come back to the discussion.
In all cases people really wanted to continue
the discussion as, we realized this acted as a
liberating experience. Maintaining a purely
observational position was a significant
challenge for the team.
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Protocol: A detailed discussion guide(*) to address
the areas of interest as well as the variables that
would lead our information gathering and analysis.
We set the ideal profile of possible interviewees:
people in no imminent need to plan, healthy, midlife stage, from diﬀerent ethnic backgrounds and
socioeconomic levels.
We explained the scope of the project and we asked
for a 1-1 for at least 1 hour at a comfortable and
private space of their choice.
Through our first meeting we went through the
discussion guide, recorded the discussion, and took
photos of people, objects, environments that either
the interviewer or the team considered important in
their thinking process.
After the interview we distributed disposable
cameras and notepads and asked each person to:
I. write any thoughts about death or planning for it
II. take photos of people, objects or any visual
stimuli that plays a role in their planning process.
Designed a card activity that portrayed on a timeline,
their priorities and significant events in their life span,
and their priorities during planning.
Followed up with a second interview to decipher
their self documentation process.
(*): see appendix
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Death as a
Loss of Life: the context here was
around the activities that make life a
vibrant and enjoyable journey.

How people defined Death

Loss of Loved ones: not being there
side by side with the ones that someone
cares about.
Absence of future: the lack of a vision
forward and the possibilities to create
and grow furthermore
Biological termination: the sheer
termination of bodily functions that
distinguish a living organism.
Indispensable part of life: a more
rationalized and accepting view.
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Time

People come in
contact with a variety
of stimuli from
diﬀerent contexts,
that make them think
about death and as
they grow those
stimuli increase in
importance towards
their planning.

The trigers

We distinguish those
in two major
groupings based on
whether the primary
source comes from
the external
environment or the
individual herself.
The time distance
between the initial
stimuli and any
action might take
years.

External

Internal
LOSS
Death
Divorce
Memories
Disease
MOney

EMOTIONS
Fear
Guilt
Loneliness
Failure
Inability

OUTER
Family
Religion/Church
Friends
Marriage
Debt

PRACTICAL
Legacy
Burials
Relatives
Insurance
Mortgage

Emotional Reaction
Their first reaction to the stimuliis usually very emotional and awakes
memories and feelings about the uncertain future and an reaﬃrmation of their
feelings towards their loved ones.

Gognitive Preparation
There is a time diﬀerence though between their initial emotional reaction
and any planning related action for the future .
That usually happens when they need to help someone else in their
planning process or have to organize for some relative’s/loved ones’ death,
or have gone to a highly traumatic experience.

Personal Planning Preparations
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The trigers
Trigger photos from users

Interviewees were given a deck of 30 sketched
cards that the members of the team drew.
Each card included a critical theme. These
themes related to “words”, “notions”, “ideas”
that emerged as most important from the first 2
interviews.

The motives

Each person was asked to put the cards on a 24
X 36 horizontal white timeline board with two
indications at the far two extremes of the board:
“Beginning” (referring to the beginning of their
life) and “End”(referring to the end of their life.
At a second level they were asked to position
themselves on the timeline and revisit their
priorities in the case of them thinking about their
planning priorities.
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Most users put themselves close to the
middle of their timeline board. Even
between bigger age diﬀerences, their
perceived position in the timeline did not
diﬀer that greatly. People, prefer to think
that the end, is always far away.
In almost all cases, family and the close
loved ones scored top in importance in
our interviewees timeline.

The motives

Religion scored very high as an
“emotional cushion” when they started
putting priorities in their mind. In some
cases, they would frequently think that
church and religion would be their most
easily accessible guide to their decisions.
In all cases the thinking motivation about
death and planning for it was given by a
traumatic experience in their close circle,
sometime in their near past. (In a
sequence of importance those traumas
had to do with: friend’s death, health,
emotional breakups and divorce
challenges)
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They actually started contemplating how they
organize their lives in a way to protect their loved
ones better in the case of an unexpected death.

The motives

Emotional arrangements were in most cases more
important than the material ones. I.e. resolving
relationship hurdles, and long term fallouts became
extremely important for them especially they were
asked to think about planning priorities. So, the
casket and the burial ground were not, what they
were really interested in.
Important was also their need to maintain a good
enough standard of living for the remaining of their
active life and be able to share with loved ones.
When asked to rethink relative importance in the
context of death planning, they did not make any
changes in their priorities. People are clear on their
priorities in life.
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The motives

Apart from Family which in all recording scored as
the most important motivator for considering
thinking about own’s death, there are 3-4 big
thematic areas that also act as priorities/motivators
in people’s life when they start considering
planning ahead:
Level of security(material and emotional)
Level of lifestyle
Money and material possessions
Religion
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High Propensity to Plan
Kitty

Latent
Architects
They like to plan in
other facets of their
life but currently not
have enough
resources (time,
knowledge,
experience) to devote
to death planning).
might not realize they
actually plan.

Personas

Legacy
Heroes

Jay
Tomas

Cassandra
Clinton

Joe

Eddie

Limited Span of Plan
Ostriches

Would like to plan in as
much detail as possible
and expand to emotional
arrangements. They need
to leave a set of
memories, history,
artifacts that connect them
with their past and future.

Extended Span of Plan
Sentimental
Procrastinators

Renita

They have plenty of
stimuli around the
need to plan but they
choose to ignore it
usually due to an
emotional blockage
that stems from a
traumatic past
experience.

Derek

Palmer

They flirt with the idea of
planning at times and
they might think about
technical details but their
low consideration of the
possibility of dying makes
them postpone for the
future. MIght not realize
they actually plan.

Low Propensity to Plan
Demographics between respondents and non-respondents were almost identical.
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“My husband doesn't really
now about what goes on
behind closed doors. I will
do it on my own and we
don't have any kids so I
don't think I need a lawyer
or anything."

Persona motives
"Its…I just
don't think
about it. I just
take one day
at a time.”

Latent
Architects

Legacy
Heroes

A well organized way to
resolve practical issues.
Prefer concluding the
process in a more
seamless and brief
manner. Simple but well
delivered actions that
make their life and the
life of others easy.

Creating a legacy for their
descendants. Improving their
relationships with their loved
ones. Organizing their memories.
Delivering to the next generation
a wealth of experiences and
knowledge along with a solid
and well organized plan of
redistributing their possessions.

Ostriches

Sentimental
Procrastinators

They would be
motivated only by
extremely demanding
and highly marginal
conditions. They
need to feel an
emergency but they
Ideally would require
external help to be
better motivated.

The conditions under
they start planning are
very important as well
as the perfect timing.
Ideally they would like
to make it once and
get over with it as they
prefer spending more
time living.

"Now I have the bed and I
want to put it in place in
my new bedroom and
enjoy not only it but the
legacy of it- coming down
through my family - strong
people who felt the
comfort of it in their lives. I
wonder what will become
of it."

"I ...i know i have
to..but really
cannot manage
right now...what
happened last
year still weighs
on me
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Highly Emotional
Sentimental
Procrastinators ??
Highly knowledgeable
on the value of planning
and in general they tend
to plan a lot, but they
seem to postpone the
issue for the future due
to emotional
entanglements.

Non Respondents

Low Knowledge

Roberty

Van
Rachel
Gina
Kaarolina

High Knowledge
Andrea

(an opportunity to address)

Latent
Architects??

They have good
planning abilities but
are currently
constrained by
personal reasons (e.g.
Panos other person in family
with sensitivity in the
issue)

Ron

Anthony

Practical

Demographics between respondents and non-respondents were almost identical.
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Financial Affairs
Children Education

Inheritance

Maintain a good Lifestyle to the end
Resolving emotional break ups

When people start planning
for the end of Life..

Legacy

Insurance

Getting back with lost loved ones
Family Security
A will

Getting Divorced

Falling in love
Burial details

More vacations
Memories

Getting remarried
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Essentially they are planning
for the rest of LIFE.
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Planning for death is eventually a planning process
for living the remaining of ones life.
People of different ethnic backgrounds or
socioeconomic and cultural characteristics, share
common priorities and motivators.

Summary of insights
(Contact me for Design opportunities)

People plan through out many different instances in
their life that do not always call it death planning,
although their triggers might relate to the latter.
Some would like to create a legacy for their family
and their loved ones but they really do not know how
to do it.
There is always a significant time lapse between a
trigger and the beginning of the planning process,
that might extend to years.
In all cases the actual proceedings and ceremonial
part of their death occupy the least of their attention
while they plan.
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A big surprise was the number of people who finally
participated in our project. People want to talk about it.
The discussion opens up many different doors for us to enter.

Summary of insights
(Contact me for Design opportunities)

There are many areas that deserve further investigation and
could not be covered in the span of that project (e.g. what
happened right after our first discussion?, who did they
discussed the project with, at a later stage? how would
agenda change in a longer term, because of their
participation in the project?)
There are areas that could be furthermore explored and have
to do with a comparison of how the related services in the
market, appreciate the issues we touched upon here(e.g.
there is a huge misalignment between how important the
ceremonial part is perceived by the users and how an entire
industry is built around that). Why does it still exists,
unchanged for many years?
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There is an educational opportunity for various societal
groups. (i.e. school, family, formal/informal groups, etc..).
How people learn about death, without being traumatized,
and appreciate its relative value to life, affects tremendously
the way relationships are built, conflicts are resolved,
decisions are made, past is evaluated and future is foreseen.
Just like nobody teaches us how to live, nobody teaches us
how to die.

Summary of insights
(Contact me for Design opportunities)

The way people define and perceive death has a lot to do
with their general value system and their attitude towards
life. Therefore, people with more linear and practical thinking,
defined death as mostly a biological expiration or simply part
of “life’s normal course.” People who define themselves in
relation to more external factors chose to raise “Loss” as a
central value around death. More socially active people
defined death as the “Loss” of relationships and others.
The fact that church scored high in people’s agenda poses
an interesting opportunity for it as an organization that can
help our different personas deal with their needs and
motives, not only through the strictly religious value
spectrum , bit instead extend its appeal towards becoming a
truly educational point of reference.
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